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Important information

The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law. Persons into whose 
possession this Presentation comes are required to inform themselves about and to observe any such 
restrictions.

This Presentation is not an offer of securities of 3iN or any 3i entity for sale in the United States and 
securities may not be offered or sold in the United States absent registration under the U.S. Securities 
Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), or an exemption from registration under the Securities 
Act.  Any public offering of any such securities in the United States would be made by means of a 
prospectus that could be obtained from 3iN and 3i and which would contain detailed information about 
3i Infrastructure plc, its management and its financial statements.  3iN is not currently making any public 
offering in the United States and no such prospectus has been issued.  No public offering of any such 
securities in the United States is currently contemplated.

Presentations made to US investors are made only to ‘qualified purchasers’ (as that term is used for 
purposes of Section 3(c)(7) of the Investment Company Act of 1940, as amended (the ‘1940 Act’)), and 
‘accredited investors’ and ‘qualified institutional buyers’ (as defined under the Securities Act of 1933). 
As a result, by your continued attendance at today's presentation you represent that you act as 
investment manager for one or more accounts that are ‘qualified purchasers’, ‘accredited investors’ and 
‘qualified institutional buyers’. Moreover, you, on your own behalf and on behalf of your affiliates, agree 
that so long as 3iN is not registered under the 1940 Act, any securities of 3iN that are purchased will be 
purchased only for the accounts of ‘qualified purchasers’, ‘accredited investors’ and ‘qualified 
institutional buyers’. You and your affiliates also agree that any securities of 3iN owned by any such 
accounts will be sold and/or transferred only in offshore secondary market transactions (e.g. through 
the London Stock Exchange) without the direct or indirect involvement of 3iN, its affiliates, agents or 
intermediaries.

This document has not been approved by a person authorised under the Financial Services & Markets 
Act 2000 ("FSMA") for the purposes of section 21 FSMA. This document has not been approved by the 
UK Financial Conduct Authority, the Jersey Financial Services Commission or other relevant regulatory 
body, nor by a person authorised under the Financial Services & Markets Act 2000.  3i Investments plc 
is acting only for 3i Infrastructure plc and is not acting for any other person (a "third party"). 3i 
Investments plc will not be responsible to any third party for providing the protections afforded to clients 
of 3i Investments plc and will not be advising any third party on investing in 3i Infrastructure plc.

This disclaimer notice (and any non-contractual obligations arising out of or in connection with it) is 
governed by English law.

The sole purpose of this information-only presentation (“Presentation”) is to provide information on a 
non-reliance basis about 3i Infrastructure plc and its subsidiaries (together “3iN”) and their holdings in 
3iN’s investment portfolio.  This Presentation should not be taken as an offer of any kind or a 
recommendation to buy, sell or hold the shares of 3i Infrastructure plc or any other securities. Nothing 
in this Presentation constitutes or is intended to constitute an offer, invitation or a commitment of any 
kind or a solicitation by 3iN or its investment manager 3i Investments plc (“3i”) to provide services or to 
enter into any transaction, nor does it evidence an intention on the part of 3iN, 3i or their respective 
affiliates (together the “Companies”) to make such an offer.  The Presentation does not and is not 
intended to give rise to legally binding relations and shall not create any legally binding obligations 
(whether contractual, non-contractual or otherwise) on the part of the Companies or any other 
person.  

Nothing in this Presentation constitutes or is intended to constitute financial or other advice and you 
should not act upon any information contained in the Presentation without first consulting a financial or 
other professional adviser. 

No representation, warranty or undertaking is given by the Companies or by any other person in 
respect of the fairness, adequacy, accuracy or completeness of statements, information or opinions 
expressed in the Presentation and neither 3iN, 3i nor any other person takes responsibility for the 
consequences of reliance upon any such statement, information or opinion in, or any omissions from, 
the Presentation.  The information contained in this Presentation has not been audited or verified.  
The Presentation may contain statements about the future, including certain statements about the 
future outlook for 3iN.  Any projections or forecasts in this Presentation have been prepared by 3iN 
and 3i based on various assumptions concerning anticipated results (which assumptions may or may 
not prove to be correct) and are illustrative only. These are not guarantees of future performance and 
will not be updated.  The actual results may be materially and adversely affected by economic or other 
circumstances and the analysis is based on certain assumptions with respect to significant factors that 
may prove not to be as assumed.  Nothing contained herein shall constitute any representation or 
warranty as to future performance of 3iN securities, any financial instrument, credit, currency, rate or 
other market or economic measure and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. 

To the fullest extent possible under English law, by accepting delivery of the Presentation, each 
recipient releases each of the Companies and each of their affiliates, advisers, directors, employees 
and agents in all circumstances from any liability whatsoever (other than for fraud) howsoever arising 
from its use of the Presentation.  In addition, no responsibility or liability or duty of care is or will be 
accepted by the Companies or their affiliates, advisers, directors, employees or agents for updating 
this Presentation (or any additional information), correcting any inaccuracies in it or providing any 
additional information to recipients. 



Richard Laing 
Chair
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Richard LaingIntroduction

Phil WhiteBusiness review

Financial review James Dawes

Q&A All

Today’s agenda
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Defensive portfolio performing well through 

exceptional economic conditions

Exceeded our medium-term target

11.4%
Total return on opening NAV

254.5p
NAV per share

New investment in Ionisos, further diversifying

the portfolio
£186m

New investment

Realisations of WIG and the UK projects portfolio £581m
Gross proceeds

Strong cash position in uncertain markets £418m
Cash position

Delivering our FY20 dividend, fully covered,

and setting higher target for FY21

9.2p
dividend per share for the year

9.8p
Target dividend for FY21, up 6.5%
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Share price has been more volatile recently

but continues to outperform

5 year share price performance Total Shareholder Return

3iN

FTSE 250

Note: 1. FTSE 250 rebased to 3iN opening share price at 1 April 2015
2.Total shareholder return shown per annum

3iN FTSE 250 Beta

FY to 31 March 2020 (7.3%) (18.7%) 0.5

3 years 11.4% (4.7%) 0.5

5 years 12.5% 0.3% 0.4

Since IPO 11.7% 5.2% N/A
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We aim to deliver long-term sustainable returns to 

shareholders

Appointed a new director with sustainability expertise

Influencing our companies positively

Invest in companies that support a sustainable future



Phil White
Managing Partner, Infrastructure, 3i Investments plc
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Consistently strong performance against our objectives

To maintain a balanced portfolio of 

infrastructure investments delivering an 

attractive mix of income yield and capital 

appreciation for shareholders

Our strategy Our objectives

To provide shareholders with:

• A total return of 8% to 10% per 

annum, to be achieved over the 

medium term; and

• A progressive annual dividend per 

share
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Asset intensive, resilient companies

Mid market economic businesses where we can add value

Acceptable element of market or volume risk

Selecting investments with strong infrastructure 

characteristics
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Covid-19 impact
Resilient portfolio of companies delivering essential services

1 Portfolio operating close to normally

4 Specific impact on Attero and TCR

Lock down length and recovery pace still uncertain3

2 Reduced near term growth
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All new investments started well and performing at or 

above expectations

Force Hydraulique Antillaise
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Strong realisations driving outperformance this year

1.7x

Valuation/ Proceeds Cash Income

265

431

21

452

Cost Total Return

27% IRR

WIG

116

195

81

276

Cost Total Return

2.4x

15% IRR

UK Projects
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17%

13%

12%

12%

11%

9%

9%

6%

5%

4%
2%Valorem Infinis

Tampnet

Joulz

Operational
Projects

TCR

Oystercatcher

Attero

India Fund     

Ionisos

A resilient, balanced portfolio

ESVAGT

20 assets

£1.6bn

▪ Utilities

▪ Transportation / logistics

▪ Communications

▪ Healthcare

▪ Natural resources

▪ Social infrastructure
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Outlook 
Well positioned to deliver our objectives

Resilient portfolio with strong market positions

Healthy cash balance and active pipeline

Focused on delivering our 8-10% net return target



James Dawes
CFO, Infrastructure, 3i Investments plc
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Strong liquidity

(£m)

RCF 300

Cash 418

198

200

718

Deferred WIG proceeds Accordion

Immediate 
liquidity
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100
116 121

56

86

18

34

82

156

202

139

116

FY18 FY19 FY20

Non-income cash

Portfolio income

Dividend well covered

(£m)

1. Operating costs exclude performance fees and fees payable on investment activities.

Dividend

Operating 
costs 1
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1,867

2,086

2,310
2,269

219

152 3

121

(52)

(41)

Opening NAV at
1 April 2019

Equity raised in
October 2019

Adjusted opening
NAV

Capital return Net foreign
exchange
movement

Total income Net costs
including

performance fee

NAV before
distributions

Interim dividend Closing NAV at
31 March 2020

NAV progression
FY20 growth driven by capital return

1. Net of final dividend for the prior year of £35.1m.

(£m)

1

230.4p
254.5p
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Strong asset returns across the portfolio
for the year to 31 March 2020

13.1%

10.7%

8.1%

4.8%

5.9%

6.8%

2.6%

(3.1)%

7.8%

19.7%

38.2%

29.5%

(6.9)%

Total portfolio return

Infinis

Tampnet

TCR

Ionisos

Joulz

Oystercatcher

ESVAGT

Attero

Valorem

WIG

Projects

India Fund
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Portfolio weighted average discount rate

Discount rate movement
The weighted average discount rate has increased to 11.3%

10.2%

9.9%
10.0%

10.5%

10.8%

11.3%

Mar-15 Mar-16 Mar-17 Mar-18 Mar-19 Mar-20
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5.00 5.30 5.50 5.72 5.94 6.49 6.70 7.00 7.25 7.55 7.85 8.65 9.20 9.80

17.0

41.4

FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18 FY19 FY20 FY21

FY21 target dividend growth of 6.5%

Dividend growth since IPO

1. Annualised growth rate in ordinary dividends to FY18.

▪ Special dividends

▪ Ordinary dividends

▪ FY21 dividend target

6.5%

(pence per share)

4.2% p.a.1 10.2% 6.4%



Q&A



Appendix
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Portfolio assets

Directors' 

valuation 31 

March 2019

Investment in 

the year

Divestment in 

the year

Accrued income 

movement

Value 

movement 

Foreign 

exchange 

translation

Directors' 

valuation 31 

March 2020

Allocated 

foreign 

exchange 

hedging

Underlying 

portfolio income 

in the year

Total portfolio 

return in the 

year1

Infinis 289                 -                     (17) -                     13                   -                     285                 -                     18                   31                   

Tampnet 198                 4                    -                     -                     10                   (7) 205                 8                    5                    16                   

TCR 187                 8                    -                     3                    (3) -                     195                 1                    11                   9                    

Ionisos -                     186                 (1) 4                    4                    1                    194                 2                    4                    11                   

Joulz -                     190                 (1) 2                    (9) 5                    187                 (1) 18                   13                   

Oystercatcher 155                 -                     -                     -                     (1) -                     154                 -                     5                    4                    

ESVAGT 160                 18                   -                     1                    (17) (21) 141                 14                   19                   (5)

Attero 102                 2                    -                     -                     (3) 2                    103                 (2) 11                   8                    

Valorem 76                   -                     -                     -                     10                   2                    88                   (1) 4                    15                   

WIG 288                 -                     (387) (3) 102                 -                     -                     -                     8                    110                 

Economic infrastructure portfolio 1,455              408                 (406) 7                    106                 (18) 1,552              21                   103                 212                 

Projects 197                 15                   (191) (1) 47                   1                    68                   -                     14                   62                   

India fund 29                   -                     -                     -                     (1) (1) 27                   -                     -                     (2)

Total portfolio 1,681              423                 (597) 6                    152                 (18) 1,647              21                   117                 272                 

Adjustments related to 

unconsolidated subsidiaries5 16                   -                     -                     (5) (6) -                     5                    -                     6                    -                     

Reported in the Consolidated 

financial statements
1,697              423                 (597) 1                    128                 -                     1,652              21                   123                 272                 

2

3

3

3

3,4

3

2

2

Portfolio summary
31 March 2020 (£m)

1. This comprises the aggregate of value movement, foreign exchange translation, allocated foreign exchange hedging and underlying portfolio income in the year

2. Shareholder loan repaid

3. Capitalised interest

4. Drawdown of commitment

5. Income statement adjustments explained in the March 2019 Annual Report
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39%

23%

13%

12%

9%
4%

Portfolio value by sector

Utilities

Transportation /
logistics

Communications

Healthcare

Natural Resources /
energy

Social infrastructure

20%

18%

17%

13%

12%

9%

9%
2%

Portfolio value by country

Netherlands

France

UK

Norway

Belgium

Luxembourg

Denmark

India

Portfolio breakdowns

Note: Portfolio value by country is based on headquarters.
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Sensitivities to total return

1.The sensitivity calculation assumes that the hedging programme movements are fully effective. Foreign exchange sensitivity calculation includes cash held at 31 March 
2020.

Inflation linkage

11%

89%

Directly linked to inflation

Partly linked to inflation

Sensitivity +1% point -1% point

Change in inflation over 

underlying assumption for 

next 2 years

£15.7m £(15.3)m

Sensitivity +5% -5%

Change in foreign 

exchange rate1

£5.2m £(5.2)m

Assets with revenues:

Foreign exchange

49%

43%

6%

1%

GBP

EUR/SGD

NOK

INR
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▪ Hedged assets (€/SGD/DKK/NOK)

▪ Unhedged assets (£/rupee) 

Hedging programme mitigates volatility

Note: SGD exposure is within Oystercatcher, a euro denominated investment.

(£m)

(17)

4

(1)

(1)

FX loss before
hedging

FX gain/(loss) after
hedging
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Introduction and Background
Experienced and well resourced team established in 2006

John Cavill
Partner

Aaron Church
Partner

Anna Dellis
Partner

Nigel Middleton 
Partner

James Dawes 
CFO

Jonathan 
Doberman

Financial 
Controller

Phil White

Managing Partner

European investment 

team

Finance, 

Ops, IR & 

Strategy

Legal

Hazel 

McElwain
Legal Counsel

Chris Rowland
Strategy

(D) 

Dhineka 
Narain

(A) 

Richard 
Widdowson

Manager

Stephane Duhr
(D)

Tim  Short 
Partner

Bernardo 
Sottomayor

Partner

Matt Barker 
Partner

Adrien 
Delmotte

(SA)

Bryan Acutt
(AD)

Yaad Virdee
(AD)

Oscar 
Tylegard

(D)

Sam Pickering

Finance 

Manager

Stephane
Grand-

guillaume
Partner

D    Director
AD  Associate Director
SA  Senior Associate
A    Associate

Thomas Fodor

IR (D)

Scott Moseley
Partner

Paolo 
Bergamelli

(AD)

Antoine Matton
(D)

Jim Stoner

Senior Counsel

Matthew 
Edwards

(AD)

Shany Salem
(A)

Ed Pike

Legal Counsel

Thomas 
Monteiro

(SA)

Sebastian 
Schwengber

(AD)

Lorenzo 
Cannizzo

(D)

Ben Adler
Finance 

Manager

Declan 
Snowden

Finance 
Manager

Celine 
Maronne

(D)

Laura Kaps
(SA)

Rick 
Lethbridge

(SA)

50-strong Infrastructure team in Europe, with c.30 Investment Professionals and 

dedicated legal, finance, IR and strategy executives 

Chouaib 
Benlahoussine

(A)

Fernando 
Castagnolo

(AD)

Mads Moller 
Morgensen

(A)

Alexi 
Kirilenko

(SA)

Bo Nie
(A)

Elia
Quartulli

(A)

Neel Mistry
(SA)

Giovanni 
Sparagana

(A)
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Governance and fees

Board of 

Directors

• Independent Chair, five independent non-executive directors and one 3i Group appointed 
non-executive director

• Committed to observe requirements of the AIC Code of Corporate Governance

• Responsibilities include:

– overall supervision of 3i Investments plc as the Investment Manager

– monitoring of investments and divestments

Investment 

Manager

• Services provided by 3i Investments plc as the Company’s Investment Manager include:

– origination, execution and realisation of investments

– providing valuations of the Company’s portfolio on a half-yearly basis

– managing funding requirements and treasury management

– managing the portfolio

– providing support services in respect of the administration of the Company

Fees

• Tiered management fee: 1.4% p.a. in respect of the portion of the gross investment value of the Company’s 
portfolio up to £1.25 billion; 1.3% p.a. above £1.25 billion up to £2.25 billion; and 1.2% above £2.25 billion

• One-off transaction fee: 1.2% of the acquisition price of each new investment

• No fee on cash or other net assets

• Performance fee equal to 20% of the Company’s total return in excess of 8%, payable in three equal annual 
instalments, with the 2nd and 3rd instalments only payable if the performance of the Company exceeds 8% 
in those years or is above the 8% hurdle over the three years on an annual basis 




